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Summary
Sensitivity kernels are used in travel-time tomography and
waveform inversion for its obvious advantages in matching
wave-motion theory rather than ray theory. However,
there still remain some concerns regarding its accuracy and
when the small-perturbation theory will break down. We
investigate these questions using numerical simulations.
Sensitivity kernels calculated in the background model and
based on the linear scattering theory are used to predict the
traveltime delay caused by the velocity perturbations. On
the other hand, the traveltime differences between the
background and the perturbed velocity models are directly
calculated from the synthetic seismograms generated by the
finite-difference method. The predicted traveltime delays
are compared to these direct measurements and the results
are used to judge the accuracy of the linear theory. Velocity
models with perturbations of different scales or different
perturbation values are used to conduct the tests. Our
results show that extending the scale or increasing the
amplitude of the velocity perturbations or both can affect
the precision of the traveltime sensitivity kernel. These
factors also complicate waveforms of synthetic
seismograms as well as the shape of the sensitivity kernels
in the perturbed velocity model. Nevertheless, within a
large range of velocity perturbations, the sensitivity kernels
based on linear theory still give reasonably accurate
traveltime delay, indicating the linearization plus iteration
method is still effective under reasonably large velocity
perturbations.
Introduction
Sensitivity (Fré chet) kernels have been widely studied
since the ray-theory-based traveltime calculation is not
enough to depict or simulate the real wave phenomena. The
problem how to break through the high-frequency
limitation of ray theory has always been a hot issue. So,
using sensitivity kernels to compute the time delays or
amplitude changes attracts the sight of the researchers.
Traveltime and amplitude sensitivity kernels have been
discussed and optimized under paraxial approximation (by
Coates , 1990; Woodward, 1992; Marquering, 1998, 1999;
Dahlen, 2000; Xie, 2008). Liu et al. (2008) used sensitivity
kernels to compute the transmitted wave traveltime. And
Yue et al. (2006) discussed the numerical precision and
validity of paraxial approximation using analytical
expressions.

When using sensitivity kernels to compute the time delays,
attentions must be taken for validation of preconditions and
precision of finite-frequency sensitivity kernel calculation.
Here, we discuss the linear relationship of kernel integral
when under Born approximation and the nonlinearity
beyond theory of small perturbation.
To get a comprehensive understanding of wave-theory
tomography, we start from the kernel integral equation.
Then we discuss how the kernels are sensitive to the
velocity perturbation by numerical simulation and how the
the kernel integral acts when the assumption of small
perturbation fails to hold any more.
Theoretical Overview
Under the finite-frequency sensitivity theory, the difference
between traveltimes from a perturbed velocity model and
the background velocity model can be calculated as (e.g.,
Woodward, 1992)
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where W ω is a weighting function (Xie and Yang,
2008a). Based on Born and Rytov approximations, the
single frequency kernel K
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where G , , ω , G , , ω and G , , ω are
Green’s functions from the source to the scatters, from the
receiver to the scatters and from source to receiver,
respectively. They are all calculated in the background
velocity. Equation (3) is obtained based on linear scattering
theory by assuming the perturbations are small. In
tomography inversions, equations (1) to (3) are frequently
used to predict the travel time delays due to velocity
perturbations. In the practice of applied seismology, the
velocity perturbations are not necessarily small values.
Theoretically, the change of velocity model also modifies
the sensitivity kernel, i.e., the problem is actually nonlinear.
How big the velocity perturbation that the linear sensitivity
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kernel built in the reference model can handdle is crucial for
safely applyying these equatiions in tomograpphy and velocityy
model buildding. We exploree this problem ussing numerical
simulations.. The traveltime delays predictedd by sensitivity
kernels are compared
c
to trav
veltime directly measured from
finite-difference generated synthetic
s
seismoograms and the
results are used
u
to judge thee validity of the linear
l
theory.
Numerical Tests
We use thee same velocity models to calcculate sensitivityy
kernels andd generate syn
nthetic seismoggrams. The 2D
D
velocity moodel is 6000 m by 6000 m wiith a 20 m gridd
space. The length of the synthetic
s
seismoogram is 1.84 s
with a timee interval of 3.2
2 ms. A Ricker wavelet with a
center freqquency of 7.5 Hz is used for both thee
finite-difference calculatio
ons and generaating sensitivityy
kernels. Thee background veelocity is 2000 m/s. The sourcee
and receiverr are separated by
b 3000 m. For investigating
i
thee
effect of veelocity models on
o traveltime caalculations from
m
both sensitiivity kernel and finite-differennce simulations,
velocity peerturbations with different paatch sizes andd
perturbationn amplitudes are
a
added to the
t
backgroundd
model.
Traveltime sensitivity kern
nels in constantt velocity modell
As a com
mparison, we firsst use equations (2) and (3) to
generate thee traveltime senssitivity kernel in a homogeneouss
backgroundd velocity model. Illustrated in Figs (1) is the 7.55
Hz single-fr
frequency sensitiivity kernel, whiich is symmetric
to the geom
metrical ray linkin
ng the source to receiver. Shownn
in Fig. 2 is the
t broadband seensitivity kernel. We see that thee
amplitudes of different freq
quency componennts are different.
The higherr frequency comp
ponent has the laarger amplitude
and is narrrower for its firstt Fresnel zone. When
W
summing
all the freqquency componeents, the kernel performs
p
as the
higher-frequuency componen
nt does. Beyond the first Fresnell
zone, energgy of kernel redu
uces to zero due to interference.

(b)
(a)
Fig. 1. Single-frequency sensitivity kerrnel for a 2D
D
homogenouus medium, with (a) the sensitivitty kernel; and (bb)
its transversse cross section.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Broadbandd sensitivity kernel for thhe 2D
homoogenous medium
m, with (a) the broadband travveltime
sensittivity kernel; annd (b) the transsverse cross-secttion of
the seensitivity kernel..
Traveltime sensitiviity kernels in a perturbed velocity
v
modeel
fect the
To innvestigate how velocity perturbbations can affe
shapee of sensitivity kernels,
k
we add a Gaussian distrributed
circullar velocity pertuurbation patch in
i the model andd move
its loccation to test itss effect on the kernel
k
calculatioon. The
circullar patch has a radius
r
of 600 m and a positive velocity
v
perturrbation of 40%. The sensitivity kernel in the perrturbed
modeel is shown in Fiig. 3(b). Also inndicated in the fiigure is
the loocation of the peerturbation patchh. As a comparisson, the
sensittivity kernel in the background model is presennted in
Fig. 3(a). We see that the higherr-velocity perturrbation
provide a faster shoortcut and attraccts the energy passing
p
through it. This makkes the kernel apppear fatter. Shoown in
Fig. 4(a),
4
when the higher-velocity
h
p
perturbation
is located
l
close to the geometrical ray, the senssitivity kernel beecomes
thinneer. On the conntrary, if the veelocity perturbaation is
negattive, it will prevvent the wave froom passing throough it.
If it sits
s close to the geometric ray, the
t kernel will become
b
fatter. If it sits outsidde of the kernel, it will make thee kernel
thinneer.
For thhe above mentiooned cases, the synthetic seismoograms
generrated by finite-ddifference methood also show diifferent
behavviors both in tim
me-delay and ampplitude. The wavveform
shownn in Fig. 5(a) coorresponds to thhe kernel shown in Fig.
3(b). The blue tracee is calculated from the background
v
modeel and the greenn trace is from the perturbed velocity
modeel. In this case, the travel timee is delayed whhile the
ampliitude is increaseed. The waveforrm shown in Fig. 5(b)
corressponds to the keernel shown in Fig. 4(a). In thiis case,
the travel time is advaance while the amplitude
a
is decrreased.
Comp
parison betweeen the Traveltiime Delays froom the
Finitee-Difference Calculation
C
and
d Predicted by
b the
Sensiitivity Kernel
w use
In thiis part, we desiggn two types off models. First, we
veloccity perturbationns that have thee same patch siize but
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with differeent perturbation
n values to callculate sensitivee
kernels andd synthetic seism
mograms. The perturbations
p
aree
ranging bettween 5%, 10%
%, 20%, 40%, 60%,
6
100% andd
200% , annd the patch has
h a radius off 600 m. Forr
sensitivity kernels, the time delay is calculated
c
usingg
equation (1), and for finitee-difference gennerated syntheticc
ms, the time delaay is directly meeasured form thee
seismogram
corss-correllation between waveforms. The
T
results aree
compared inn Fig. 6, in which the horizonttal coordinate iss
for traveltiime delays measured
m
from the syntheticc
seismogram
ms, and the vertiical coordinate is
i for traveltimee
delays preddicted by using the sensitivity kernels.
k
The redd
square is thhe time-delay forr 5% perturbatioon, green squaree
is for 10%
% perturbation,, yellow squarre is for 20%
%
perturbationn, blue square is
i for 40% perrturbation, blackk
square is foor 60% perturbattion, sky-blue sqquare is for 80%
%
perturbationn, pink square iss for 100% pertuurbation, and thee
solid red, grreen, yellow, blu
ue, and black cirrcles are for 120,
140, 160, 180, 200% pertu
urbations. The bllack dashed linee
or the ideal lineaarity. We see thatt
with the uniit slope stands fo
when the veelocity perturbation is less thann 60%, we get a
nice linear relationship
r
betw
ween the time deelays from kernell
integral andd cross-correlatio
on. For velocitiees beyond 60%,
the relationship between th
he two time delaays is no longerr
strictly straiight, indicating the nonlinear efffect from largerr
velocity perturbations.
p
In
I
this situatiion, the Bornn
approximatiion becomes lesss accurate.
In the seconnd model, we fix
x the perturbatioon at 40%, 60%,
100%, and 150%, but ex
xpand the size of the circularr
perturbationn patch from 600 m, to 800, 10000, 1200, 1400,
1600, and 1800
1
m. Then measure
m
the delay time of eachh
instance. Thhe results are shown
s
in Fig. 7. The velocityy
perturbationns are grouped using
u
line colors, where the bluee
line is for 40%,
4
green line is for 60%, skyy-blue line is forr
100% and pink line is for 150%. Thhe sizes of thee
perturbationn patch are colorr coded, where thhe red points aree
for 600 m patch,
p
green poin
nts are for 800 m patch, yellow
w
points are for
f 1000 m patcch, blue points are for 1200 m,
black pointss are for 1400 m,
m sky-blue points are for 1600 m,
m
and the pinkk points are for 1800 m. The black dashed linee
stands for the ideal lineaarity. We see that when thee
perturbationn has a small size or a sm
mall value, thee
time-delay by
b kernel integrral shows good consistent linearr
relationship with the real time delayy measured byy
correlation. However, oncee the perturbatiion is bigger off
y is deterited.
size or of vaalue, the linearity

(a)

(b)

Fig.3. Sensitivity kernels for the 2D
D homogenous model
and for
f the model with
w a small higgher-velocity body: (a)
constant-medium trraveltime sensitivity kernell; (b)
sensittivity kernel wheen a velocity peerturbation existss in the
lowerr part of the moddel.

(a)

(b)

Fig.4. Similar to Figg. 3 except the perturbation
p
is located
l
close to the geometriical ray: (a) thee sensitivity kernnel; (b)
the model
m
with the cirrcular velocity perturbation.
p

(a)

(a)

Fig.5. Traces of synthhetic seismogram
ms. The blue traaces are
a the green traaces are
calculated in the backkground model and
calculated in the pertuurbed model. The
T result shownn in (a)
t kernel in Fiig. 3(b), and thee result
is corrresponding to the
shownn in (b) is corrresponding to thhe kernel in Figg. 4(a).
Detaiils see the text.
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kerneel. These factoors also compplicate waveforrms of
synthhetic seismogram
ms as well as
a the shape of the
sensittivity kernels in the perturrbed velocity model.
Neverrtheless, within a large range off velocity perturbbations,
the sensitivity
s
kerneels based on linear theory still give
reasonnably accuratee traveltime delay,
d
indicatinng the
linearrization plus iteeration method is
i still effectivee under
reasonnably large veloocity perturbationns.
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Fig.6. Com
mparisons betweeen the delay times
t
measuredd
from synthhetic seismogrrams and predicted by thee
sensitivity kernel
k
integrals. The radius of the perturbationn
patch is 6000 m and the velo
ocity perturbationn values are 5%,
10%, 20%, 40%,
4
60%, 100%
%, and 200% .

Fig.7 Compparisons between
n the delay timess measured from
m
synthetic seeismograms and
d predicted byy the sensitivityy
kernel integgrals. The radii of the perturbaation patchs aree
600 m, 800 m, 1000 m, 120
00 m, 1400 m, 1600 m and 18000
m. the veloocity perturbatio
ons are 40%, 60%, 100%, andd
150% . Detaails see text.
ns
Conclusion
ns, we investigaate the accuracyy
Using numeerical simulation
that the travveltime sensitiv
vity kernel prediicting the travell
time delays. The predicted traveltime delayys are comparedd
to these direectly measured from the syntheetic seismogramss
and the resuults are used to judge
j
the accuraacy of the linearr
theory. Ouur results show
w that extendinng the scale orr
increasing the
t amplitude of
o the velocity perturbations orr
both can afffect the precision of the traveltime sensitivityy
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